Dear Readers:

Seminars in Neurosurgery has been publishing review articles of reference for 15 years. Skull Base: An Interdisciplinary Approach has been publishing original articles for the past 12 years. Both serve the same community; in fact, many of you subscribe to both.

We have therefore decided to merge these two journals. This has several advantages:

• Skull Base is indexed in Current Contents/ISI and will be indexed in Pubmed Central shortly, which was not the case with Seminars in Neurosurgery. Thus you will have easier access to the reviews, and our authors will have better exposure.
• By combining review articles and original articles we aim to offer a more complete read, and better serve your intellectual curiosity and continuing education objectives.
• By merging the journals and thus expanding the scope of articles accepted, we are establishing the basis for the future growth of the journal, which will lead to an expanded page budget and frequency.

This last double issue of Seminars in Neurosurgery, “Pain Management for the Neurosurgeon: Part 2,” is the close of a respected publication and we wish here to express our gratitude to Dr. Winfield S. Fisher III, the Editor in Chief, for all he has done for this journal.

It will be, in many ways, continued in 2005 by the reviews on cerebral revascularization, guest edited by Dr. John Wanebo, to be published in the first issues of Skull Base.

We look forward to serving you in 2005, with the newly expanded edition of Skull Base. Please contact me should you have comments or suggestions regarding this journal’s focus and future.

Sincerely,
Daniel Schiff, M.D.
Vice President and Publisher, Journals1
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